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The interplay between spin and orbital angular momentum in the up-conversion process allows us to 
control the macroscopic wave front of high harmonics by manipulating the microscopic polarizations of the 
driving field. We demonstrate control of orbital angular momentum in high harmonic generation from both 
solid and gas phase targets using the selection rules of spin angular momentum. The gas phase harmonics 
extend the control of angular momentum to extreme-ultraviolet wavelength. We also propose a bi-color 
scheme to produce spectrally separated extreme-ultraviolet radiation carrying orbital angular momentum.  
 
 
Structuring the spatial profiles of electro-magnetic fields 
can lead to important physics and applications [1,2]. Two 
physical quantities in particular are the phase front and the 
polarization, and have garnered great attention recently. For 
example, the wave front of Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) modes 
have a spiral shape, and  is linked to the orbital angular 
momentum (OAM) of photons [3]. Such beams have been 
studied in high-speed communications, laser machining and 
quantum optics [4–6]. Due to the limitation of available 
optics [7,8], shaping the wave front of extreme-ultraviolet 
(XUV) or soft x-ray radiation is challenging, despite demand 
for these wavelengths in microscopy, spectroscopy and 
lithography applications [9–11]. Nonlinear frequency 
conversion under non-perturbative conditions provides a 
feasible route to control or transfer structured wave fronts to 
the XUV and even X-ray regions. By pre-shaping the driving 
optical field, the phase spirals that define the OAM can be 
imparted to the generated frequencies [12,13]. Similarly, the 
local polarization or the spin angular momentum (SAM) of 
the XUV field can also be controlled by engineering the 
polarization of the incident driving fundamental beam  [14–
16]. The circularly polarized XUV beams are a source for 
polarization sensitive measurements of  inner shell electrons 
in materials and distinguishing chiral molecules [17–19].   
Previous experiments show that, on their own, the spin and 
the orbital angular momentum are conserved during the 
nonlinear conversions in both perturbative [20–22] and non-
perturbative regimes [12,23] under paraxial conditions. 
These experiments either modify the polarizations or the 
wave fronts of the driving laser beams, while keeping the 
other part uniform or planar. Such ‘pure mode’ 
configurations concentrate on studying the behavior of either 
the spin or the orbital angular momentum during the 
nonlinear conversion and deliberately eliminate possible 
influences from the other part of the angular momentum. So 
far, however, there has been little discussion about the 
interplay between these two types of angular momentum in 
high-order nonlinearities, which would allow us to further 
control the angular momentum in our desired wavelengths. 
Instead of using a driving beam with a single spatial mode 
or a uniform polarization state, we manipulate both the spin 
and orbital angular momentum of the driving beam using one 
mode to control the other.  In our specific case, the spin 
(s=±1) selection rule eliminates the channels that could lead 
to higher OAM state [12,13], confining the OAM of the high 
harmonics to that of the fundamental, in our case ±1 unit. 
This interplay between the spin and orbital angular 
momentum during up-conversion allows us to control the 
macroscopic wave front in the short wavelength radiation by 
manipulating the microscopic polarization of the driving 
field.  
The experiments are performed with both solid and gas 
targets.  The solid target gives us access to both above and 
below bandgap harmonics, which can easily be manipulated 
and measured with conventional optics due to their low 
frequency. Harmonics generated from noble gases, on the 
other hand, allow this technique to be transferred to much 
higher frequencies.  We will show that our results for photon 
energy ~42 eV are consistent with a beam with OAM values 
equal to ±1.   
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FIG. 1 Generating high-order harmonics under non-
perturbative conditions. (a) The experimental setup of 
generating structured high-harmonic beams from a solid 
crystal target and interferometric characterization of the 
OAM on the harmonic beams. (b) A Gaussian beam is 
converted by a q-plate into a superposition of Laguerre 
Gaussian modes with opposite circular polarization states. 
(c) Intensity of scaling of harmonics yields with respect to 
different pulse energy of the driving lease pulse. 
 
In our experiment a laser beam (with a duration of 50 fs, 
center wavelength of 1.8 μm for ZnO crystal and 800 nm for 
Argon gas) generates harmonics in a solid or gas-phase 
target (Fig. 1(a)). We shape the spatial characteristics of the 
beam with a q-plate – a liquid-crystal device that can change 
the polarization (or phase) of the incident laser beam [24–
26] point by point across the beam profile. After passing 
through the q-plate, our 1.8 µm beam in LG0,0 mode is 
converted to a superposition of LG0,1 and LG0,-1 modes [27], 
as illustrated in Fig. 1(b). These two modes have opposite 
circular polarization, corresponding to two eigenstates of 
SAM, and their superposition results in a radially polarized 
beam with a zero intensity at its center. The fundamental 
beam with ~20 μJ pulse energy is then focused by a 30 cm 
lens to reach ~1 TW/cm2 on the crystal surface. Harmonics 
can be generated within either the perturbative or non-
perturbative regimes before irreversible damage. The two 
limits are distinguished by intensity scaling (Fig. 1(c)) where 
both the 3rd and 5th harmonics saturate and no longer 
retaining its 3rd and 5th power law behavior (shown as the 
black dashed lines in Fig. 1(c)) [28]. The results presented 
below are obtained in the non-perturbative regime.  
 
 
 
FIG. 2 Control of OAM on high-order harmonics by 
selection rules of SAM. (a) The allowed and forbidden 
transitions in multiphoton process plotted in energy diagram. 
(b) The experimentally observed interference pattern 
between a reference beam and a left handed circularly 
polarized OAM carrying beam with l=+1. (c) The 
experimentally observed interference pattern between a 
reference beam and a right handed circularly polarized OAM 
carrying beam with l=-1. 
 
During harmonic generation, energy conservation requires 
that the number of fundamental photons involved in 
producing harmonics must equal the harmonic order. For 
instance, in 5th order harmonic generation shown in Fig. 2(a), 
five fundamental photons are absorbed and produce one 
ultraviolet photon emitted at 360 nm. This emitted ultraviolet 
(UV) photon can only have two possible spin eigenstates, 
s=+1 and s=-1, where s is the quantum number of SAM. 
Therefore, only two possible channels are allowed: either 
absorbing two left (s=+1) and three right circularly polarized 
photons (s=-1), or three left (s=+1) and two right (s=-1), as 
shown in Fig. 2(a) on the right. Any other combinations, for 
example those shown on the left, are forbidden, since the 
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final SAM of the UV photon cannot satisfy the condition 
〈s〉≤1 when spin is conserved.  
The total OAM of the emitted harmonic photons for the 
two allowed processes equals to the sum of OAM from all 
involved fundamental photons. In our case, the OAM value 
for the two processes can only be l=+1 and l=-1, respectively, 
where l is the quantum number of the OAM states. In other 
words, the OAM of the harmonics equals the OAM of the 
fundamental. It is the bounded spin states and conservation 
of angular momentum which selects the OAM value of 
harmonics. 
To show that the OAM value of each circularly polarized 
state is constrained by the spin selection rule, we use a 
combination of a quarter-wave plate and a linear polarizer to 
serve as an analyzing element for circular polarization [29]. 
Since these two optical components do not change the 
topology of the wave front, the OAM quantum number can 
be measured by interference with another plane wave sharing 
the same polarization state [30]. The reference plane wave is 
coherently created by an independent source from the solid 
target without wave front shaping.  
Fig. 2(b,c) shows the interferometric results of the s=+1 
and s=-1 state 5th harmonics – above-bandgap harmonics for 
ZnO. Both results show a fork-shaped pattern and opposite 
orientations between two circular polarized states. The 
beam’s OAM value can be read from different numbers of 
fringes from left side of singularity point to its right side. The 
OAM values on the s=±1 components are l=±1, respectively, 
which correspond to the OAM of the fundamental beam. 
 
 
 
FIG. 3 Characterization of polarization states of high-
harmonic beams using a linear polarizer. (a) Intensity profile 
of generated 5th harmonics from ZnO target. (b-d) The 
intensity profiles of 5th harmonic beams from ZnO, with 
wavelength of 360 nm, after passing through a linear 
polarizer with its optical axis angle placed at 0°, 45° and 90°, 
respectively. (e) Intensity profile of generated high-order 
harmonics from argon gas target. (f-h) The intensity profiles 
of 27th harmonic beams from argon gas, with wavelength of 
30 nm, after passing through a linear polarizer with its optical 
axis angle placed at 0°, 45° and 90°, respectively. 
 
It is possible for the SAM of the optical beam to be 
transferred to the crystal lattice [31,32], depending on the 
rotational symmetry of the crystal sample. In our experiment 
with (0001)-cut free-standing ZnO, such an effect is not 
excluded. However, the measured harmonic yields from 
these channels are below the noise level in our measurement, 
which are at least two orders-of-magnitude weaker than the 
channels shown in Fig. 2(a) that do not exchange SAM with 
the crystal lattice. Therefore, the higher order OAM states 
are negligible, and the l=±1 state dominates the harmonic 
output.  
Symmetry-enabled channels that lead to higher-order 
OAM modes may be revealed in other strongly coupled 
systems. For such processes to be important, the material 
should exhibit an anisotropic harmonic yield with varying 
orientation of a linearly polarized driving field [16,33]. 
As a superposition of two equally intense circular states, 
the driving field is locally linear everywhere at its focus. 
Thus, the generated harmonic beams should maintain the 
radially polarized structure of the driving beam. The 
polarization singularity forces a zero intensity at the beam 
center as shown in Fig. 3(a). To confirm the polarization of 
the generated harmonic beam, we measure the polarization 
of the 5th harmonic beam using a linear polarizer, a UV band-
pass filter and a UV enhanced camera. The intensity profiles 
of the 5th harmonic after passing through the linear polarizer 
is shown in Fig. 3(b-d) where we have oriented the linear 
polarizer at 0°, 45° and 90°, respectively. The bright lobes 
rotate as we change the angle of the linear polarizer. The 
horizontal/vertical parts of the beam are observed when the 
optical axis of the linear polarizer is placed 
horizontally/vertically. This is consistent with the 
characteristic of a radially polarized beam. From an 
interferometric point of view, in circular-state bases, the 
linear polarizer selects a common linear component from the 
two circular states and lets them interfere collinearly on the 
camera. The two bright lobes in their intensity illustrate 22π 
phase shift between left and right circular states in the 
azimuthal direction. This confirm the analysis that one unit 
of OAM is imparted to the 5th harmonics with opposite signs 
between the two spin states. 
To reach higher photon energies, we extend the above 
experiment to a gas-phase target and a much higher intensity. 
With a noble gas, the effect of transferring SAM to the 
nonlinear medium is also eliminated, due to the rotational 
symmetry of the gas atoms [32]. We use the optical pulse at 
800 nm with 50 fs duration and 0.8 mJ energy to produce 
high harmonics from argon gas. The emission extends to the 
29th harmonics of 800nm with photon energy of ~45 eV. The 
harmonic emission from the gas reproduces a doughnut-
shaped intensity distribution from the driving beam, which 
is shown in Fig. 3(e). The image is recorded directly by a 
micro-channel plate without passing through dispersive 
element, to eliminate the polarization selectivity from the 
measuring system. Therefore, the intensity distribution is an 
intensity summation of all high harmonics.  
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However, it is not trivial to separate the two superimposed 
circularly polarized beam at XUV wavelength and measure 
their OAM value separately. To link the result from gas and 
solid targets, we replace the linear polarizer used for solids 
by a pair of silver mirrors [34]. The generated high 
harmonics are passed through both the mirror pair and the 
XUV imaging grating before detected by the micro-channel 
plate. The polarization selectivity of the mirror pair and the 
grating is ~10:1. Instead of rotating the mirror pairs, we 
rotate the incident beam to change the optical axis of the 
linear polarizer. As shown in Fig. 3(f-h), we see two nodes 
orient along different angles as we rotate the driving laser 
beam. This is the same behavior as we reported in Fig. 3(a-
c) for a solid target, and it indicates that controllable OAM 
is also transferred to XUV wavelength. 
To decouple two superimposed circular states at XUV 
wavelength, we propose a bi-color driving approach to 
isolate high harmonics beam with controlled OAM. In that 
case, the driving field would consist of a fundamental OAM 
beam with l=+1, s=+1 and a second harmonic beam with l=-
1, s=-1. According to the conservation of SAM, there are 
only two allowed channels for high harmonic generation, as 
shown in Fig. 4. Different from the scheme driven by a 
single-color field, the emissions from these two channels 
corresponds to 7th and 8th harmonic generation. In other 
words, the two OAM modes are decoupled in energy. 
Classically, the mixing of the two-color field will result in a 
3-fold symmetric driving field, with a re-collision happening 
every third of a period [35]. Since the two beams carry 
different phase front spiral, the 3-fold trajectories rotate their 
orientations by 2π along azimuthal direction. This geometric 
phase gives rise to the phase-front spiral of the generated 
high harmonics.  
 
 
 
FIG. 4 The energy diagram of spectrally decoupled OAM 
mode in high-order harmonics. Two allowed 5-photon 
processes in the two-color scheme is split into 7th and 8th 
harmonics in spectrum, whereas the emitted photons are 
energy degenerate using the same color driving field. 
 
Controllable OAM (or structured polarization states) of 
short wavelength radiation will result in tighter optical 
focusing [36], excite inner shell dynamics [37] and probe 
ultrafast magnetic dynamics [38]. Our study contributes to 
this growing area of research by exploring the relation 
between the spin and orbital angular momentum in the up-
conversion process under strong field condition. 
Furthermore, we show the potential of solving control 
problems by linking the two components of the angular 
momentum. The topological charge is constrained to be 
equal to that of the fundamental beam.  It can, therefore, be 
easily manipulated by the conventional optical 
elements [12,13]. In addition, the collinear geometry and 
locally linearly polarized driving field ensures efficient 
conversion to the harmonic emission, which is crucial for the 
development of a light source. 
In our experiment, both spin and orbital angular 
momentum are conserved on their own, since the medium 
that we are interacting with is nearly isotropic and the 
focusing geometry of the driving laser beam is paraxial. 
However, exploring the interaction, for example in 
waveguide or tightly focused geometry [39,40] where spin 
and orbital angular momentum can be coupled, may lead to 
even more complex behavior. Just like other fundamental 
particles, photons exhibit spin-orbit coupling when 
interacting with matter. The coupling not only exists 
between spin and orbital angular momentum, as we 
mentioned above, it can also happen between the photons 
and crystal/electronic structures. A strongly coupled solid-
phase system may help create electro-optic devices that 
respond to the polarization and wave front of incident light, 
or new optical sources, such as polarization/spin controlled 
soft x-ray for magnetically sensitive probing.  
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